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I. Topic description, research aims
Nowadays, the most economical and safe way of hydrocarbon (e.g. crude oil,
natural gas) transportation is using transmission pipelines. This type of the continuous material moving is possible both overland and under sea, so raw materials
can be brought by reliable and environment-friendly way to their destination even
between continents. Crude oil and natural gas transmission pipelines are often
made of weldless steel pipe sections, of which investigations have shown during
the last decades that one of their primary cause of failure is the corrosion [1, 2, 3],
where the number of external corrosion failures is very significant [4]. With the
increase of the number of operation years the breakdowns and accidents connected to the corrosion will be more and more frequent [5] since corrosion spoils the
mechanical properties of the corroded pipeline sections slowly but progressively,
i.e. it reduces their load carrying capacity (LCC). Appearing and increasing corrosion defects with different types and orientations (e.g. pitting, cracking-like
defects, etc.) locating on the internal or external pipe surface generate stress concentration effects in the pipe wall, which can lead to the reduction of the structural integrity then to breakdown due to the forming elastic-plastic stress-strain state.
Although, corrosion is considered as one of the main cause of breakdowns, the
appearance of corrosion on the pipe wall does not mean the immediate replacement of the corroded pipe section. The reason for that, pipelines have significant
strength reserve at installation due to the low allowable stresses and increased
wall thickness, so they can operate further with local corrosion defects causing
significant wall thickness reduction.
Replacement of the corroded pipeline sections before the end of the lifetime
would result uneconomic usage, moreover it would significantly and unnecessarily load the environment. Therefore it is essential to extend the operation time of
pipelines, of course with assuring the safe operation i.e. the continuous suitability
of the structural integrity. For the further safe operation and for taking a reasonable risk, the exact detection and monitoring of corrosion defects, the analysis of
their effects and getting information about the current LCCs of the corroded pipe
sections is indispensably necessary [2, 6]. It is similarly essential to determine the
change of the mechanical properties i.e. to evaluate the structural integrity of the
pipe continuously with the expansion of the corrosion defects.
The main goal of my research work was to elaborate a new engineering methodology which is easily applicable in the everyday practice, and wherewith the
current LCC of corroded pipeline sections can simply be determined and their
structural integrity can continuously be controlled, furthermore, their expected
operation time can be estimated with the extension of the corrosion defects. For
that, beyond the exact detection of corrosion defects the appropriate modelling
and mechanical analysis of pipe sections with local corrosion defects having
different sizes, shapes and orientation is necessary. The main question in my
research work was whether a pipeline section can be further operated in case of a
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separated local corrosion defect detected with known geometrical properties. If
the answer is yes the obvious question also has to be answered: until when can
the operation be allowed taking a rational risk.
I carried out my research work in the Department of Machine and Product
Design of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at BME. I have met with the
topic, moreover its research history also there. During the elaboration of the research topic, the major part of the work was the preparation of the numerical
simulations, furthermore, the processing and evaluation of the results. The extremely large calculation capacity has been provided by the Department with the
high performance computers used in the CAD laboratories.
I would like to answer the following questions in my thesis:
1.

How is it possible to determine the current and remaining LCCs, furthermore, to evaluate the structural integrity of pipeline sections containing separated corrosion defects?

2.

What kind of geometrical implementation is applicable for modelling a
separated pitting-like, local corrosion defect?

3.

What kind of aspects do have to be taken into consideration in construction of finite element models during the investigation of corroded pipeline sections?

4.

How do the current LCCs of corroded pipe sections depend the geometrical properties of corrosion defects on?

5.

Which corrosion defects are more dangerous from the point of view of
the current LCC of corroded pipeline sections concerning the defect location and orientation?

6.

How can the further safe operation of corroded pipelines, furthermore,
the suitability of the corroded pipe sections be assured?

7.

How can the expansion of corrosion be tracked in the simulation models?
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II. History, development methods
The LCC determination and the estimated operation time evaluation of transmission pipelines containing corrosion metal losses as a research area started to
be formed in the 1970s [7, 8] and nowadays it still has a highlighted significance
[3].
The spectrum of technical literature connected to this research area is extremely wide. The segment among them, which is dealing with the failures of the
corroded pipes, can be divided into three bigger parts: the detection of the defects,
modelling of them and finally the evaluation of the remaining LCC of defective
pipes [9]. We can find methods for detecting and measuring the external or internal (or both) corrosion defects depending on the application area in the first group
[2, 10]. The properties of corrosion defects detected with these processes can be
different. Their modelling and implementation into calculation methods are contained by the second bigger category [11]. Literatures in the third part summarize
those methods which formulate operation criterions for corroded pipelines with
limiting the allowable maximal internal pressure or the evolving local stresses
[12-15]. In many cases only the characteristic length and depth dimensions of
corrosion defects are taken into consideration in the criterions. The reason for that
is before the significant increase of the general computer calculation capacity the
LCCs of corroded pipe sections were evaluated with semi-empirical formulae
defined based on experiments and held in codes. The main incompleteness of this
kind of standards are that they do not consider the width dimensions of the corrosion defects, therefore, they estimate the burst pressures of corroded pipelines
conservatively.
Processes, which operate with analytical (fully or partially) or probability
principles, belong to one additional group of the technical references. They do not
provide a general solution for the evaluation of LCC of corroded pipes because
the mathematical expressions established by them contain only the calculation
formulae valid for the defects considered in the specific study [16].
With the development of computers in the last decades, those methods came
into the foreground, which are based on finite element investigations and they are
able to determine the current and remaining LCCs of corroded pipelines more
exactly. At these methods the difficulties are the model validation with measurements and the formulation of the failure criterion. Lots of inland and international
projects have been started to approximate the integrity evaluation of corroded
pipelines such a way, moreover to elaborate reparation processes as well
(e.g. GVOP-3.1.1.-2004-05-0215/3.0). I have done dimension effect investigations for corrosion defect in the frame of this latter project.
In my PhD dissertation the elaboration of a general method can be found, applying that the LCC and the estimated operation time of corroded pipeline sections can be determined more exactly than using procedures applied frequently in
the industry at present. The suggested method is based on finite element calcula5

tions and it makes possible to take separated corrosion defects with arbitrary
orientations, locations and sizes into account. The block diagram of this method
operation, furthermore, the research activities and tools connected to the elaborations of the certain sections can be seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the suggested method operation and its elaboration
The method considers the corrosion defects evolving on the pipes as detected and
measured already. The current and changing (in time) geometrical discretization
of the most dangerous defects are possible using the characteristic and mobile
defect models. According to the method the finite element result need to be complemented (Virtual Transitional Section [VÁSZ], characteristic LCCs, Complex
Diagram). This way, the current mechanical characteristics of the weak point
(GYP) can be determined with viewing the stresses, strains and loads in dimensionless form simultaneously in the synthesis section. Then, the integrity control
of the GYP suitability can be executed based on the criterions established. Applying the Continuous Integrity Assessment (FIB) Diagrams the evaluation of the
estimated lifetime of corroded pipeline sections is also possible knowing the
results of the periodical measurements.
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III. Research summary and theses
During the elaboration of my PhD work I have reached the following results
and formulated the thesis points presented in bold.
Thesis 1.: The elaborated geometrical and finite element models can be
applied on the evaluation of the current and remaining load carrying
capacities in such thin-walled, weldless, corroded pipelines subjected to
internal pressure, which contains separated (pitting-like, blunt type) corrosion defects on the external pipe surface.
One of the major component in the finite element models is the characteristic defect model. It makes possible the substitution of external corrosion defects with a defect model approaching based on their four geometrical attributes (length, width, depth, orientation). The geometrical
implementation can be executed in case of longitudinal, circumferential
and slantingly oriented corrosion defects.
The other main feature of the finite element models is that the minimal pipe model length L ≥ l + 2 k  d / t 
min

Dt

has been defined which is

valid in case of given defect dimensions. Its consideration is required for
damping the stress concentration generated by the corrosion metal loss as
a local disturbance to be come negligible in the pipe wall standing away
from the defect along the pipe length.
Connected chapter of the dissertation: Chapter 4.
Related own publications: [F1], [F2], [F3], [F4], [F5]
The key step in determining the current and the expected LCC of corroded
pipeline sections with the expansion of corrosion is the geometry implementation
of corrosion defects, and the preparation of the necessary finite element analyses.
For analysing the current LCC of the corroded pipeline sections the “characteristic defect model” has been introduced in the suggested method. Model generation is possible after the detection of the corrosion defect, and the measurement
of the current major geometrical characteristics. With the revealed data Fig. 2 can
be constructed, which shows the contours and main dimensions (c0, d0, l0) of the
regular geometric body and the outline of its pitting in the pipe wall (dashed
lines) which surrounds (includes) the irregular shaped corrosion defect (cm, dm, lm)
detected.
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Fig. 2. Approximation of the real corrosion defect applying a regular geometry
It is possible to assign different geometrical shapes (elliptical, angular, etc.)
for the points D0, L0 and W0 shown in Fig. 2. But a perfect defect model can only
be created by removing the corroded material part i.e. taking out the section
failed. In the suggested characteristic defect model an approaching defective
surface is included which is created by a “virtual profile mill” (hereafter: virtual
disk). The corrosion defect bordered by this machined surface is called “characteristic defect” and it is presented in Fig. 3. (The index 0 refers to the characteristic defect in nominations.)

Fig. 3. Generation of characteristic defects using a virtual disk
The virtual disk which forms the defective surface mentioned above (Fig. 3) is a
spheroid shaped pressed ellipsoid which rotates around its shorter axis (2b0).
Different characteristic spheroid shaped defects with optional directionality (lon8

gitudinal [α = 0°], circumferential [α = 90°] and slanted [0° < α < 90°]) can be
created by rotating the disk around the axis x0 with angle α while it is “operating”
(material extraction).
Since the axial tensile force occurring due to the internal pressure on the
closed pipe ends are also taken into account in the suggested finite element model, the determination of the smallest necessary pipe model length is reasonable,
which is needed to be considered in the simulations. Definition of the axial force
is allowed only at a longitudinal distance from the defect in the loading model,
where the stress concentration effect caused by the corrosion metal loss inside the
pipe wall is damped to be negligible, furthermore, the secondary stresses disappear. The value of this distance changes depending on the characteristics of the
defects (length, depth). It has been established during the numerical calculations
that secondary stresses caused by the stress concentration can be neglected beside
the membrane stresses after a distance of Δz = k  d / t 

Dt due to their quick
longitudinal (z) damping. The formation of damped stresses have been determined in the simulations when the von-Mises equivalent stress in the GYP
showed a maximum deviation of 0.5% from the results of a pipe which can be
considered infinity long (L = 2000 mm) from the point of view of stress damping
and contains the same size corrosion defects. It can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The smallest necessary pipe model lengths in case of different corrosion
defects
Accordingly, the smallest necessary pipe model lengths can be defined by the
Lmin  l + 2 k  d / t 

Dt expression, where k = 1÷3 is an accuracy parameter

which is a function of the defect length. The suggested model length formula
determines the necessary finite element model lengths more accurately than the
classical
stress
damping
formulae
known
from
the
literature
( Lmin  l + 2  1, 56 Rt ; Lmin  l + 2  4, 9 Rt ), which do not consider the defect depths. Therefore, these latter expressions overestimate or underestimate the
necessary model lengths (they give only a conservative estimation). Pipe length
specification of finite element models are hardly found in the literature.
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Thesis 2.: The finite element calculations have to be complemented, which
provide the bases of the suggested methodology applicable for the current
and remaining load carrying capacities, furthermore, for the continuous
integrity evaluation of thin-walled, weldless, corroded pipelines subjected to
internal pressure, which contains separated, blunt type, external corrosion
defects with different orientations.
The first complement is the consideration of the Virtual Transitional
Section (VÁSZ), which can be experienced in the region of the yield
strength with the finite element software applied. Inside the VÁSZ the finite
element results are false and it occurs in case of the elastic-plastic linear
hardening (BISO or BKIN) material models which are applied in favour of
having the elaborated method as generalized.
The second complement is the determination of the characteristic-,
namely the pE elastic-, the pε plastic-, and the pU ultimate load carrying capacities concerning the weak point of the corroded cross section.
The third complement is the visualization of the results with the Complex Diagram in a user-friendly form, i.e. demonstration of the loading-,
stress- and strain factors simultaneously concerning the weak point of the
corroded cross section, during the loading and unloading of the pipes.
Connected chapter of the dissertation: Chapter 5.
Related own publications: [F2], [F4], [F5], [F6], [F7]
Since the method introduced in the dissertation is based on elastic-plastic finite element calculations, the verification of the results of the applied finite element software (ANSYS V11 SP1 and ANSYS V14.5) was also a part of the research work, which gives the first complement of the finite element calculations.
Completion of that was necessary, because currently the exact description of the
real elastic-plastic stress-strain processes in more complicated structures is not
possible with the known relations. Consequently, the various calculation theories
apply different simplifications and approximations which can also be found in the
finite element methods. Such an approach is taking the Poisson’s ratio value
ν = 0.5 into account at calculation of plastic quantities (in the plastic range),
which allows the substitution of the law of elastic volume change (1) with the
incompressibility condition (2), which can be defined with the following formulae:
1 - 2ν
ε1 + ε 2 + ε 3 =
(1)
 σ1 + σ 2 + σ 3  ,
E0
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ε1P + ε2P + ε3P = 0 .

(2)

The finite element software applied considers the Poisson’s ratio value defined
among the elastic material properties (e.g. ν = 0.3) in case of elastic deformation
and it considers the value of ν = 0.5 if deformation is plastic. In elastic-plastic
state the stresses and strains have to fulfil certain compatibility conditions along
the border of the elastic and plastic zones. The compatibility conditions cannot be
satisfied due the discrete change of Poisson's ratio (from 0.3 to 0.5). This approach is one of the reasons that the finite element results are false and theoretically incorrect inside a transitional section going from the elastic region towards
the plastic (after the yield strength) with the finite element software applied. The
other reason of the uncertain results experienced here is the extrapolation of the
values calculated in the integrate points of the elements to the nodes. This phenomenon causes a special kind of “delay” in formation of the plastic state. The
unreliable results can be bordered by a “Virtual Transitional Section” (VÁSZ),
after that the results are already correct theoretically and their inaccuracies decrease continuously due to the dominance of the plastic quantities. In reality the
Poisson’s ratio is continuously changing between the value defined for the elastic
region and 0.5 depending on the loading level. Unfortunately, according to present knowledge these “true” Poisson’s ratios cannot be calculated yet in case of
bodies which are in elastic-plastic and triaxial stress state. Extension (e*) of the
VÁSZ cannot be calculated directly after reaching the elastic LCC (e), but it can
be well evaluated with the introduction of the virtual LCC (p*). According to the
investigations the extension of the VÁSZ, moreover the magnitude of the values
p* or p depends on the geometry, which is shown in Fig. 5.
*

Fig. 5. Change of the extension of the VÁSZ in the function of the corrosion defect
widths
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In Fig. 5 the LCC factors ( p ) that refer to the deepest points of the corrosion
defects and made dimensionless with the elastic LCC (pE) are presented in the
function of the equivalent strain factor (ENYT or ε ) made dimensionless with
the strain value (εY) belonging to the yield strength of the elastic-plastic linear
hardening material models (BISO or BKIN) considered in the simulations. (In
Fig. 5 the l shows the lengths of the corrosion defects, c is the defect width, d is
the defect depth and t marks the wall thickness of the investigated pipe sample.) It
can be established that extension of the VÁSZ changes significantly with the
variation of the corrosion defect width.
It can be stated from the point of view of the structural integrity of corroded
pipelines that the most critical cross-section is located at the deepest point of the
most dangerous (most LCC reducing) corrosion defect in case of single metal
losses (without defect interaction). Consequently, it is enough to investigate the
GYP and to consider the extension of the weak link (GYL) as corroded area at the
structural integrity evaluation, those are presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The environment of the weak point (GYP) and weak link (GYL) at the
corrosion metal loss
According to the suggested method the characteristic LCCs (pE elastic-, pε plasticand pU ultimate LCCs) have to be determined concerning the geometrical environment shown in Fig. 6., which is the second complement of the finite element
calculations. Accordingly, the pE elastic LCC of the corroded pipe section corresponds to the p internal pressure due to that (including also the longitudinal tension force) the von-Mises equivalent stress becomes equal with the yield strength
(σY) at the GYP. The pε plastic LCC can be determined with two different ways
depending on the geometrical characteristics of the corrosion defect. In the first
case it means the value p, which causes the fully plastic state of the smallest
cross-section (D-I) i.e. the von-Mises equivalent stress values reach or exceed
the yield strength in all points of the D-I cross-section. The second way of the pε
determination, when the von-Mises equivalent stress becomes equal with the
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yield strength at one point of the cross-sections under the reference points W or L
located at the borders of the corrosion defect. (Criterion borders of the plastic
zone expansion are shown in Fig. 10.) The ultimate LCC pU corresponds to the
internal pressure p which causes the von-Mises equivalent stress value to be equal
with the ultimate tensile strength (σU) at the GYP.
The processing and representation of the results are provided by the usage of
the Complex Diagram (Fig. 7) which is the third complement of the finite element calculations. The Complex Diagram is a modified and extended version of
the state diagram that can be found in the literature [17], and it is determined
concerning the GYP in the suggested method. Application of the Complex Diagram is very beneficial due to the introduction and collective usage of the LCC
factor p , the equivalent stress factor σ (EFT) and the equivalent strain factor ε
(ENYT) in dimensionless form, and indicating the VÁSZ. Complex Diagram is
valid also in cases of loading and unloading, furthermore, it can be directly used
in the engineering design at cyclic loadings.

Fig. 7. Complex Diagram related to the GYP
The LCCs, stresses and strains attached to the characteristic points (e, e*, S, E, U)
marked on the calculated curve ( p  ε ) can be obtained by processing the FEA
results. The Complex Diagram contains the both the effective and remaining
factors evolving during the loading and unloading (filling and emptying occurring
after each other).
Reliability and practical applicability of the suggested method in case of corrosion defects with different shapes and sizes are verified and the simulation
results are in a good agreement with the measurement data obtained from the
literature.
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Thesis 3.: With the application of the characteristic defect model the increasing effect of local corrosion defects on the characteristic load carrying
capacities (pE, pε, pU), which evolve with various orientations and locations
(external or internal) on the thin-walled, weldless, corroded pipelines subjected to internal pressure, can be investigated referring to the main dimensions of the defects (length, width, depth, orientation).
The results of the elastic-plastic finite element calculations corroborate
the fracture mechanic assumption stating that burst pressures provided in
case of longitudinal corrosion defects are always smaller than in case of
corrosion metal losses having slant orientations. The burst pressure values
are hardly changing in the first section (0° < α ≤ 22.5°) of the slanted defect
orientation (starting from longitudinal defects [α = 0°]) and in the last section (67.5° < α ≤ 90°) (near the circumferential defects [α = 90°]) and they
are increasing approximately linearly in the middle section
(22.5° < α ≤ 67.5°).
With elastic-plastic finite element calculations I have determined the
rate of the characteristic load carrying capacities evolving due to the external or internal pitting-like corrosion defects created with the same overall
dimensions. The calculation results corroborate and extend the elasticity
estimation stating that the external corrosion defects are more dangerous
than the corrosion metal losses evolving on the internal pipeline surface in
the considered defect dimension range.
Connected chapter of the dissertation: Chapter 6.
Related own publications: [F2], [F4], [F5], [F8]
During the machining process of the characteristic defects slanted spheroid
shaped defects are created by rotating (0° < α ≤ 90°) the virtual disk. Due to the
lack of the applicability of symmetry conditions at this defect type, longer pipeline sections have to be investigated which can significantly increase the calculation time. In the course of the analysis of pipe sections containing slanted defects
it has been established that the burst pressures in case of longitudinal defects are
always smaller – according to the assumed hardening failure mode – than in case
of slanted defects. The analysis results are shown by the loading section of the
Complex Diagram in Fig. 8 and they are summarized in Table 1. Fig. 8 presents
the change of curves ( p - ε ) in the function of the rotation angle (α) which is
characteristic to the slanted orientation. It is notable that smaller and smaller
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LCCs are provided with the increase of the slant. However, taking the faster increasing elastic LCCs (pE) into account, larger burst pressures (pU) can be observed according to Table 1 as final result.

Fig. 8. Complex Diagrams (loading section) of slanted corrosion defects having
different orientations
α
pE [MPa]
pU [MPa]

0°
2.68
13.03

22.5°
3.05
14.06
(13.03)

45°
3.69
15.84
(16.60)

67,5°
5.04
19.31

90°
6.34
20.15
(20.15)

Table 1. Elastic (pE)- and ultimate (pU) LCC values of slanted corrosion defects
having different orientations
Additional establishment of the finite element analyses are that burst pressure
values of the corroded pipes are hardly changing in the first section
(0° < α ≤ 22.5°) of the slanted defect orientation (starting from longitudinal defects [α = 0°]) and in the last section (67.5° < α ≤ 90°) (near the circumferential
defects [α = 90°]) in case of the analysed defect dimensions. Values pU are increasing approximately linearly in the middle section (22.5° < α ≤ 67.5°). Therefore, the change of the pU can be approached with three linear sections in the
function of the rotation angle α. The suggested approximate values can also be
found in Table 1 within brackets. (The approximate values are the burst pressures
[13.03 MPa and 20.15 MPa] calculated by modelling the longitudinal or circumferential defects and their mean value [pU = 16.6 MPa].) Comparing these with
the "exact" values the maximum deviation is 5.8% which can be neglected considering the approximations applied in the method. Formation of the values pE
and pU is similar in the function of angle α if either the defect depth or the corrosion defect width changes and the other defect dimensions are unchanged.
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Generally, internal corrosion defects are the outcomes of chemical or electrochemical processes happening inside the pipes. The wearing effect (erosion and
abrasion) of the substance streaming in the pipe can also be the cause of their
formations. It can also happen that corrosion products contaminate the transported substance, therefore, exact measurement of the internal corrosion defects is at
least important as detecting corrosion defects on the external pipe surface. However, from the point of view of the LCCs internal corrosion defects are less dangerous. That can be well modelled and demonstrated with the help of the characteristic defect model. It has been established based on the finite element calculations that LCCs of corroded pipeline sections containing the same size of narrow
shaped (c/l  0.125) external or internal corrosion defects can be considered
practically equal. (Analysis of defects with smaller widths has not been done.)
Differences between the LCCs are increasing intensively with widening
(c/l ≥ 0.125) external and internal defects. The growing differences are due to the
increasingly favourable force flow of the pipe cross-sections being corroded inside. Fig. 9 presents the LCCs and LCC factors provided in case of external or
internal corrosion defects having the same defect depth and the dimension ratio of
c/l  0.125. Since the sizes of the external and internal corrosion defects cannot
be equal with the same sized virtual disk, the approximate value of the ratio c/l is
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. ( p - ε ) and ( p - ε ) curves of external (○) or internal (●) spheroid
shaped defects
Looking at the Fig. 9 it can be established that LCC factors ( p ) are almost identical, the small deviations between internal pressures (p) which are provided by
the differences between the elastic LCCs of the corroded pipe sections are almost
negligible. Important statement of the simulations, that curvature of the defect
geometry profile is constant in case of spherical defect, but the curvature of the
spheroid shape profile changes. Due to this phenomenon smaller equivalent
stresses and larger LCCs are evolving in case of wider defects.
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Thesis 4.: In case of thin-walled, weldless, corroded pipelines subjected to
internal pressure and containing external corrosion defects with various
extents and orientations, the continuous suitability of the weak point integrity is determined by the criterions defined based on the characteristic load
carrying capacities (pE, pε, pU) belonging to the elastic-plastic states of the
suggested finite element model with maximizing the allowable internal pressure values (concerning the different operating states). Suitability criterions:
1. pmax < pU
2. pmax ≤ pS = 2pE
3. pmax < pε

(ultimate loading limit condition for static loading),
(shakedown condition for loading/unloading),
(safety condition for static loading).

Connected chapter of the dissertation: Chapter 7.
Related own publications: [F4], [F5]
Evaluating the structural integrity continuously, the information for the technicians who operate the pipelines can be provided. Based on that the decision can
be taken whether the corroded pipeline sections can further be operated without
any reparation. This analysis can simply be done by fulfilling the ultimate-,
shakedown- and safety conditions (criterions), which assure the continuous suitability of the GYP with knowing the decreasing characteristic LCCs (pE, pε, pU)
that depend on the operation time or the defect depths.
From the point of view of safe operation the reference cross-sections under
the points L and W shown with dashed lines in Fig. 10 can be dangerous.

Fig. 10. The largest extension of the plastic zone in the environment of the GYL,
which belongs to the safe operation of the corroded pipe section
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Namely, in the spirit of the rules related to the pipeline constructions and according to the pipeline design philosophy, faultless pipelines can only be operated
with an adequate safety in elastic state.
Consequently, the reference cross-sections under the points L and W bordering the GYL should only get into elastic state (E). Whereas, the elastic-plastic
state (EP) can be also allowed in further cross-sections of the GYL, moreover the
full plastic state (P) of the smallest cross-section D-I under point D can even
occur (Fig. 10). Of course, these concessions can only be allowed in the cases of
ductile steels and local metal losses (corrosion craters, pits, etc.) corresponding to
the suggested models. Acceptance of relatively large plastic deformations can be
justified with the stiffening effect of the large elastic region surrounding the metal
loss, i.e. the advantageous restructuring of stresses.
According to the stress-strain conditions evolving in the environment of the
defects applied in the suggested method, the criterions included by thesis point 4
can be drafted for assuring the continuous suitability of the GYP and GYL. These
criterions determine the magnitude of the largest allowable internal pressure
(pmax) in accordance with the characteristic LCCs. Criterions 1-2 define those
values pmax which can be connected to the values of the shakedown (pS = 2pE)and therefore the elastic (pE)-, and the ultimate (pU) LCCs of the GYP. Application of the criterion 2 is required when the pipeline has a dynamic load, i.e. loading and unloading following each other in a short time period. If criterion 2 does
not come true in such a loading case then the structure can undergo opposite
yielding during the unloading step, which can cause a low-cycle fatigue. (Dynamic analyses were not included in the research work.)
Criterion 3 assures the elastic state of the cross-sections under the points L
and W with limiting the further expansion of the plastic zone.
The plastic zones evolving when the upper limit (pε) of criterion 3 is reached
are shown in Fig. 11 for the case of spheroid and spherical shaped defects. (The
dissertation contains detailed information about the plastic zone extensions in
case of corrosion defects included by various size ranges.)

Fig. 11. Extension of the plastic zone at reaching the upper limit of criterion 3 in
case of spheroid shaped (1.) and spherical (2.) corrosion defects
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Thesis 5.: Applying the mobile defect model, the effect of the corrosion defect expansion can be estimated concerning the characteristic load carrying
capacities (pE, pε, pU) of thin-walled, weldless, corroded pipelines subjected
to internal pressure, taking the corrosion speed into account.
By creating the “Continuos Integritiy Assessment” (FIB) Diagrams it
can be demonstrated that the competent load carrying capacities in case of
spheroid shaped defects are smaller than the values calculated in case of
spherical defects with the same length and depth. The difference is more
significant in the smaller defect range.
The “design factor” fD = σε / σU = σε / σU can be introduced as the ratio
of von-Mises stresses evolving at the weak point reaching the plastic (pε)-,
and the ultimate (pU) load carrying capacities. This parameter provides
information about the plastic reserve of defective pipes.
Connected chapter of the dissertation: Chapter 7.
Related own publications: [F4], [F5]
The mobile defect model that originates from the characteristic defect can be
defined and interpreted with the help of Fig. 12. (The index i refers to the mobile
defect in the nominations.)

Fig. 12. Derivation and parameterization of the mobile defect model
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Mobile defect model represents the expansion of the corrosion defect taking
the speed of the deepening into account. The essence of its operation is that the
virtual disk which simulates the formation of the corrosion metal loss is also
“working” in the time, so with the operation time increment of ΔTi an additional
material extraction of Δdi = s0ΔTi (deepening) will be created. Considering that
the depth of the mobile defect will be the value of di = d0 + Δdi = d0 + s0ΔTi when
the operation time is Ti = T0 + ΔTi. With the increase of the defect depth its area
and the other main dimensions of the defect (length, width) will also certainly be
larger. In Fig. 12 it can also be seen that these two dimensions are not growing
with the speed of s0 but they are changing according to the profile of the virtual
disk which was defined with the half axes a0, b0 at the depth of di.
It can happen in the reality that corrosion process has either accelerating (G)
or decelerating (L) nature. In such cases the calculation is performed using the
corrosion speeds of siG = ΔdiG / ΔTi or siL = ΔdiL / ΔTi in the time interval
ΔTi = Ti – T0 or rather applying the increments ΔdiG or ΔdiL, which were defined
based on measurements carried out later in accordance with Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. The accelerating (G) and decelerating (L) natures of the corrosion process differently from the steady modality
The investigated blunt corrosion defects, which can be well approximated
with mobile spherical or spheroid shaped defects, will not result in brittle fracture
because the acting stress intensity factor is less than the fracture toughness of the
applied ductile materials. Therefore, the determination and usage of the Continuous Integrity Assessment (FIB) Diagrams presented in Fig. 14 is more beneficial
instead of or in addition to the generally used FAD (Failure Assessment Diagram)
concept which is applied in case of structures containing crack-like defects. These
diagrams show the decreasing LCCs pE, pS = 2pE, pε and pU of the pipe sections
containing mobile defects with the introduction and usage of the d i  KMT
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(corrosion depth factor) or Ti  MIT (operation time factor). The characteristic
LCCs belonging to the known values KMT = MIT and ensuring the continuous
integrity of the GYP can easily be read from these diagrams.
a.

b.

Fig. 14. FIB Diagrams of small mobile spherical (a.) and spheroid shaped (b.)
defects
As the ratio of the von-Mises stresses evolving when the plastic- and ultimate
LCCs in the GYP are reached, introduction of the "design factor"
f D = σ ε / σU = σ ε / σU is possible, which provides information about the plastic
reserve occurring in case of a specific corrosion defect. In the calculations introduced in the dissertation the design factors are hardly changing in the function of
the defect shapes and extensions, so according to the simplification aim in the
research work, the further estimation calculations can be prepared using the average value of fD = 0.8. Of course, the fD does not substitute the conservative safety
factor fS. The value of this latter one is usually defined by the designer and operator companies jointly with the consideration and harmonization of the technical,
economical and safety aspects.
In any case, the introduction and consideration of the value fD = 0.8 in the engineering design can result a more reasonable risk assumption and safer operation.
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